Sir, Thank you for your comments. You question our statement on the softness and pliability quoting a review article which contains that single statement quoted in the article as it being stiff and lacking colour. There is no dispute regarding this -Genelyn preserved tissue is and will not be fresh in frozen cadavers. Of course, there will be a lack of colour. As reconstructive microsurgeons, we find the dissection of such tissue suitable to our needs. Reasonably, other authors may have other opinions and are entitled to their respective subjective statements. Unless we find some method of quantifying pliability of tissues according to simulation needs, there will be no consensus.
We did not find surgical planes obscured as you mention in your letter. This would depend on your fixation technique again and we cannot be sure that the methods are similar across each study. In our hands, this technique provides a suitable simulation model and there are no issues with regard to surgical planes which should allay your concerns in the third paragraph.
Your concerns with regard to mould and cost-effectiveness again depend on your resources and need. If your unit is flush with resources, by all means, consider other forms of tissue preservation. We provide an alternative method of simulation considering costs but your points are noted. Mould should not be an issue; we only use these cadavers for surgical practice and not permanent fixation. Other forms of tissue preservation should be considered if these cadavers are to be kept for longer periods of time.
We would like to remind the authors that sensory feedback, albeit it important, to us as reconstructive microsurgeons, is not the only aspect in flap raising. Much of the flap raising is visual and rather than blind dissection which involves the use of sensory cues, flap raising in our opinion should be performed under direct vision of the vessels to reduce any inadvertent pedicle injury. Bear in mind, we do not handle any vessel directly to prevent any inadvertent injury to the pedicle. We simulate the steps in flap raising and acknowledge your points raised but again, all opinions are subjective. Further evidence regarding methods of evaluating this cadaveric simulation model is required. One could directly compare the effectiveness of Genelyn and Thiel preservation techniques in plastic surgery simulation if interested.
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